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1. INTRODUCTION 
Decision making with respect to several conflicting criteria and constraints has become a central 
problem in management and technology. nade-off information plays a central role in deci- 
sion making since it facilitates the comparison of different alternatives. Approximations of the 
nondominated set visualize the alternatives for the decision maker and provide this trade-off 
information in a simple and understandable way. 
In this paper, we suggest to use cones and norms, two concepts well known in convex analysis, 
to construct piecewise linear approximations of the nondominated set of general multicriteria 
programming problems. Both cones and norms have been used in multicriteria programming 
quite extensively but, to our knowledge, Kaliszewski [l] is the only other source to simultaneously 
combine both concepts in order to describe and solve multicriteria programs. 
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Norms have frequently been used in multicriteria programming to measure the distance between 
the solutions and the utopia point. In particular, the 1, norm and the augmented 1, norm 
were used for generating nondominated solutions of general continuous or discrete multicriteria 
programs and led to the well-known weighted (augmented) Tchebycheff scalarization and its 
variations; see [2]. Kaliszewski [3] introduced a modified 1, norm and showed its applicability 
in generating nondominated solutions. Carrizosa et al. [4] suggested use of a class of norms that 
contains the family of 1, norms to generate the set of points that have minimal distance to the 
utopia point with respect to at least one norm within this class of norms. Further applications 
of norms in the context of multicriteria decision making can be found, among others, in [2,5-g]. 
The literature on approximation of the nondominated set of general multicriteria problems is 
not rich in comparison to the literature devoted to the bicriteria case. The former is reviewed 
below, while for an overview of the latter we refer to [9]. Properties that hold quite naturally in 
the bicriteria case do not hold in general in higher dimensions. Therefore, many complex issues 
concerning the approximation arise only in multicriteria problems. We discuss some of these 
problems in the following sections. 
Polak [lo] proposes to approximate the nondominated set by generating nondominated points 
as minimizers of constrained single criterion problems and constructing a piecewise linear or 
spline approximation from the determined candidates. This algorithm is later modified in [ll], 
where special attention is given to the bicriteria case. Helbig [12] uses a slight variation of the 
direction method proposed in [13] to calculate a discrete approximation of a nondominated set 
in Rn. 
An approximation method based on the Tchebycheff approach is proposed in [l]. Using a 
modified weighted Tchebycheff norm, several nondominated points are generated and then used 
for the generation of an approximation of the nondominated set. In [14], the weighted 1, distance 
to the utopia point is minimized for a set of weights. The calculated points are then used to 
construct a linear approximation of the nondominated set in Rn. Special attention is given to 
noncontinuous objective functions. 
Sobol’ and Levitan [15] develop an approximation method based on the parameter space inves- 
tigation introduced in [16]. Benson and Sayin [17] propose a global shooting procedure to find a 
global representation of the nondominated set of a general multicriteria problem with a compact 
feasible set. 
Das [18] briefly discusses an approach based on the normal-boundary intersection technique, 
introduced in [19]. Using the hyperplane defined by the individual minimizers of the criteria, the 
nondominated points with maximal distance from this hyperplane in some specified directions 
are determined. 
Some authors developed probability-based approaches to the approximation. Among others, 
genetic algorithms were developed by Fonseca and Fleming [20] while simulated annealing was 
studied by Czyzak and Jsszkiewicz [21] and Ulungu et al. [22]. 
We propose a methodological framework for approximating continuous (convex and nonconvex) 
and discrete problems. Our assumptions are mild since we only require that the set of all feasible 
criterion vectors be ll$-closed and that the set of nondominated solutions be llUg3-bounded. We 
show that the combination of norms and cones is a very powerful tool, on one h&d, to perform 
the approximation in a very objective, neutral, and efficient way and, on the other hand, to 
gain important information concerning the structure of the nondominated set and the trade-offs 
between the criteria in different regions of the nondominated set. 
In the next section, we state the multicriteria programming problem and give some general 
definitions and notations. The theoretical basis for the approximation algorithms is discussed in 
Section 3. Approximation approaches for problems with WT-convex, Rn>-nonconvex, and discrete = = 
sets of feasible criterion vectors are presented in Sections 4-6, respectively. The last section 
includes a short summary and some concluding remarks. 
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
To facilitate further discussions, the following notation is used throughout the paper. 
Let u, w E Ii-P be two vectors. We denote components of vectors by subscripts and enumerate 
vectors by superscripts. u < w denotes Ui < wi for all i = 1,. . . , n. u 5 w denotes ui 5 wi for 
alli=l,..., n, but u # w. u 2 w allows equality. The symbols >, 2, 2 are used accordingly. 
Let Wn z := {z E R” : z 10). If S C R”, then Sz := SnlBg. The sets Rn>, I@, S?, and S, - 
are defined accordingly. 
A set C E R” is called a cone if for all u E C and a > 0 we also have QU E C. The origin may 
or may not belong to C. If U = {u’, . . . , uk} g Rn is a set of vectors, then 
coneU:= vEIP:v= 
i 
2 Q&i, CYyi 2 0, ui E u 
i=l 1 
is the cone generated by U. 
We consider the following general multicriteria program: 
min{zi = fi(z)}, 
(1) 
min{z, =f&c)). 
s.t. 2 E x, 
where X c IP is the feasible set and fi(x), i = 1,. . . , n, are real-valued functions. We define the 
set of all feasible criterion vectors 2, the set of all (globally) nondominated criterion vectors N, 
and the set of all eficient points E of (1) as follows: 
2 = {z E R” : z = f(x), x E X} = f(X), 
N={z~Z:j9f~Zst.~~z}, 
E = {x E X : f(x) E N}, 
where f(x) = (fi(x), . . . , fn(x))T. We assume that the set 2 is llU$-closed and that we can find - 
u~IlPsothatu+ZCW~. 
The set of properly noidominated solutions is defined according to Geoffrion [23]: a point 
E E N is called properly nondominated, if there exists M > 0 such that for each i = 1,. . . , n and 
each 2 E Z satisfying Zi < &, there exists a j # i with Zj > zj and 
Otherwise E E N is called improperly nondominated. The set of all properly nondominated points 
is denoted by NP. 
The point t* E Wn with 
2,’ = min{fi(X) : X E X} - Ei, i = l,...,n, 
is called the ideal (utopia) criterion vector, where the components of E = (~1,. . . , E,) E W” are 
small positive numbers. 
For bicriteria problems, the point zx E R2 with 
z%F = min fi(3) : fj(3) = Illi; fj(X), j #i 
1 > 
, i = 1,2, 
is called the nadir point. Note that this definition cannot be directly generalized to multicriteria 
problems. 
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3. OBLIQUE NORMS 
The concept of oblique norms was introduced in [24] and [25]. Since oblique norms can be 
viewed as a special class of block norms, we first review some basic definitions about block 
norms and, more general, polyhedral gauges. Then oblique norms are discussed in the context of 
multicriteria programming. For a detailed introduction to norms and their properties, we refer 
to [26-281. An overview of basic properties of block norms is also given in [29]. 
We define pojyhedral gauges according to Minkowski [30]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let B be a polytope in JRn containing the origin in its interior and let z E IP. 
The polyhedral gazlge y : IIP + R oft is defined as 
y(z) := min{X 2 0 : z E XB}. 
If B is symmetric with respect to the origin, then y is called a block norm. 
The vectors defined by the extreme points of the unit ball B of y are called hndamental vectors 
and are denoted by vi. The fundamental vectors defined by the extreme points of a facet of B 
span a findamental cone. 
If z is in a fundamental cone C of a polyhedral gauge y, then one needs to consider only 
the fundamental vectors generating this cone to calculate the gauge of z. This result was proven 
in [31] for the two-dimensional case. In Theorem 3.2, this result is generalized to the multicriteria 
case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let y be a polyhedral gauge with the unit bail B C IF. Let E E C where C is 
the fundamental cone generated by the fundamental vectors vl,. . . , vk, k 2 n. Let E = ‘& &vi 
be a representation of z in terms of vl,. . . , vk. Then y(z) = Cf=, Xi. 
PROOF. By definition, all fundamental vectors generating a fundamental cone are extreme points 
of the same facet of the unit ball B. Thus v’, . . . , vk are all located on a common hyperplane 
defined by, say, (n, z) = d where n E R” is the normal of the hyperplane and d E W. Since 7 is a 
gauge, the origin is in the interior of the unit ball B, and therefore, d # 0. 
Since z E C, the point .Z can be written as Z = y(z).Z where F is located on the same facet as 
WI,... , wk. It follows that (n, 2) = d, and therefore, 
(n,r(Z)Z) = i (n,Z) = f 
=~~Xi(n,v’)=f~Xid=~Xi. 
“I i=l w i=l i=l 
I 
Note that all representations Z = CF=, &vi can be used to calculate y(z), even combinations 
where one or more Xi are negative which is only possible if k > n. If C is generated by n 
fundamental vectors though, the representation of E in terms of vl,. . . , vn is unique and all 
corresponding Xi are nonnegative. 
For the definition of oblique norms, we additionally need the concepts of reflection sets and of 
absolute norms. 
Let u E IR?. The refEection set of u is defined as 
R(u) := {w E Wn : [toil = Iuil, Vi = 1,. , . ,n}. (2) 
Using (2), we define absolute norms analogously to [32]. 
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DEFINITION 3.3. A norm y is said to be absolute if for any given u E Rn, all elements of the 
refiection set R(u) of u have the same distance from the origin with respect to y, i.e., 
Y(W) = Y(U), VW E R(U). 
Note that the unit ball of an absolute norm has the same structure in every orthant of the 
coordinate system. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A block norm y with a unit ball B is called oblique if it has the following 
properties: 
(i) 7 is absolute; 
(ii) (Z - Wz) n Et2 n aB = {z}, Vz E (~B)_z. 
Observe that Definition 3.4 implies that an oblique norm is a block norm where no facet of the 
unit ball is parallel to any coordinate axis. Moreover, since an oblique norm is also an absolute 
norm, the structure of the norm’s unit ball is the same in every orthant of the coordinate system. 
This property is convenient for the generation of nondominated solutions of (1) since they may 
only occur in z* + R3. An example of an oblique norm in R2 is given in Figure 1. = 
Figure 1. Example of the unit ball of an oblique norm with R(Z) = {z, zl, z2, z3} 
In [24], it was shown that oblique norms centered at the utopia point z* can be used to generate 
all properly nondominated solutions of (1). Moreover, every solution of such an oblique norm 
scalarization of (1) yields a nondominated solution. However, in the bicriteria case (see [9]), it 
turned out useful to use an oblique norm centered at a point in 2 + RF for the approximation 
of the nondominated set. The theoretical foundation for this approach= for higher-dimensional 
problems is given by the following result showing that every oblique norm scalarization of (1) 
with an oblique norm centered at an arbitrary point in 2 + lRT yields a nondominated solution. = 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume without loss of generality that 0 E 2 + RF. Let y be an oblique norm 
= 
with the unit ball B. If E E JP is a solution of 
max Y(Z), 
s. t. ZE-Rn>nz, (3) = 
then E is nondominated. 
PROOF. Assume E $ N; that is, there exists Z E 2 with t 5 Z. Since z is feasible for (3), we 
have 2 E -W$, and it follows that 
Since y is oblique and therefore absolute, we can use the fact that an oblique norm y with the 
unit ball B has the following properties: 
(z-J%) n w; n W-MB) = {4, vz E lit;, = (4) 
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and 
(Z-w;) nw: E r(Z)+, VZ E R$; 
see [24] or [9]. Using (4) and (5) in -R” instead of lR3, we can infer that L = 
(5) 
Z E int ($Z)B), 
which implies y(z) < r(Z), a contradiction to the optimality of Z. I 
Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee to find all nondominated points using an oblique norm 
with its unit ball’s center in 2 + RF in the general setting of Theorem 3.5. Therefore, the next 
theorem applies only to problems w%h an lF$-convex feasible set 2. - 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 2 C R” be WY-convex and assume without loss ofgenerality that 0 E Z+WF. 
Let E be properly nondominated=with E E -RF II NP. Then there exists an oblique norm y go = 
that f solves the following problem: 
max Y(Z), 
s.t. ZE-l!Xn>.Z. (6) = 
PROOF. From [23], we know that there exists a weight vector w E IlUT with Cz, wi = 1 so 
that I solves 
min 2 zEZ 
WiZi. 
2=1 
Let H be the hyperplane defined by the normal w and the point E, see Figure 2, and H+ be the 
halfspace defined as 
H+ := {z E JIP : (20, z) 1 (w, z)} . 
Then the set R(-lR$ n H+) is the unit ball of an oblique norm y. 
Figure 2. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Since E E H, it follows that Z is located on a facet of the unit ball, and thus y(E) = 1. So there 
cannot exist t E 2 with -y(z) > 1, because H is a tangent plane of 2. Therefore, E solves (6). fl 
Note that z is in general not a unique solution of (6) with the constructed oblique norm. If f 
is, for example, in the interior of a facet of a polyhedral set 2, then all elements of that facet are 
solutions of (6). 
4. CONVEX MULTICRITERIA PROBLEMS 
To keep explanations straightforward, the proposed approximation approach is illustrated using 
an R$-convex example as given in Figure 3. We emphasize that higher-dimensional problems 
- 
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Figure 3. The steps of the approximation algorithm. 
(f) 
cannot be illustrated and explained with bicriteria cases, see (251, and require a more sophisticated 
treatment. 
The approximation process is started by choosing a reference point z” E 2 + Wi and defining 
z” - RT as the region in which the nondominated set N is approximated. The reference point 
might b= a currently implemented (not nondominated) solution or just a (not, necessarily feasible) 
guess. Without loss of generality, we assume throughout this section that the reference point is 
located at the origin. 
A first approximation is obtained by exploring the feasible set along m 1 n search directions 
“>. In the example given in Figure 3, the search directions are chosen as the 
~~~a~l~LZt ie:Grs in KP, d1 = (-1,O) and d2 = (0, -l), yielding the points z1 and z2. These 
two points together with the reference point z” are used to define a cone and a first approximation; 
see Figure 3b. Interpreting this approximation as the lower left part of the unit ball of a polyhedral 
gauge y (or an oblique norm) with z” as its center, this gauge is then maximized in Zn (z” -Wi). 
Consequently, the next point (z3 in the example problem) is found as a solution of problem (3), 
where y is a polyhedral gauge. Observe that according to Theorem 3.6, the new point z3 is 
always nondominated if y is also an oblique norm. 
The point z3 is added to the approximation by building the convex hull of the candidate points 
generated so far and thus updating the approximation and the underlying gauge simultaneously; 
see Figure 3d. Continuing this process, we get a finer approximation of the nondominated set, 
while generating candidates for nondominated points and updating the unit ball of the polyhedral 
gauge. In each iteration, the candidate point of maximal gauge is added. Since this point is 
“farthest away” from the approximation with respect to the current gauge, we always add the 
point of worst, approximation with respect to this gauge. 
The following theorem shows that the quality of the approximation improves with each new 
point. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Z C Rn be Iwy -convex and yk be an approximating gauge constructed from k = 
nondominated points or points on the boundary of Z. Let f be a solution of 
mm rk(t), 
s.t. rEZn(%o-llu;). (7) 
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Let yk+’ be the updated gauge including the new point I. Then 
Y”+%) I rk(4, Vzezn(z”-R$. 
PROOF. Let Bk and Bk+l be the unit balls of yk and yk+l, respectively. Since 2 is W”,-convex, 
it follows that ~~(2) 2 1, and therefore, B” c B k+l. Thus for every z E 2 n (z” - lR$): we have 
ykS1(z) = min {A 10 : z E XBk+‘} 5 min {A 2 0 : z E XBk} = r”(z). I 
In the following paragraphs, the details of the resulting approximation algorithm are outlined. 
One of the difficulties arising in higher-dimensional problems is the fact that the nadir point 
concept does not directly generalize from the bicriteria case. Consequently, the nadir point is not 
available as a default reference point. If no starting solution is provided by the decision maker, a 
reference point z” can be constructed by the following method: the utopia point z* is determined 
by calculating minimizers for each component; that is, points .Zi with .Zi = min{zi : z E 2) are 
found for each i = 1,. . . , n. Let Z* := {.Zi, i = 1,. . . , n}. Then the ith component, i = 1,. . . , n, 
of the default reference point is defined as 
.zf = max{zi : z E Z’}, 
which can be viewed as a possible generalization of the nadir point for bicriteria problems. 
The negative unit vectors can be used as default for the search directions d’, . . . , dm E -W$. = 
(m 2 n) needed for the first approximation of the nondominated set. Then an adaptation of 
the direction method introduced in [13] is utilized to search for globally nondominated points 
in the entire set 2 along the search directions. The following theorem adds a second step to 
their original problem formulation and guarantees to generate a nondominated point for general 
multicriteria problems. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let z” E 2 + lRn>, d E IP \ ll$, and 1 5 p < 00. Then the problem = 
km= (a, Ilsllp), 
s.t. z=z’+crd+q, 
4 E -%& 
z E 2, 
(8) 
has a finite solution (6, Z, a) where .Z is a globally nondominated point. 
PROOF. Since z” E 2 + Rwn>, there exists .Z E 2 and 6 E lRT such that z” = Z + Q. Thus, 
(cr,z,q) = (O,Z, -@) is a feGible solution of (8) where d is arb;trary. Therefore, problem (8) is 
feasible. 
To prove that (8) is not unbounded, consider the utopia point z*. We have Z* - .zO < 0. Since 
dElW\lRn>,thereexistsiE{l,..., n} SO that di < 0. Choosing cv > (z,’ - zp)/di, we have = 
Since Z* < .z for all z E 2, it follows that the constraint z = z” + ad + q is infeasible for any 
Q > (zf - Zf)/di, so we have an upper bound for the first objective CX. 
Consider the second objective llqllP. Since q E -R$, thenqi<Oforalli=l,...,n. Onthe 
other hand, we have qi 2 Z; - ~9. It follows that IjqIIP <= llz* - z”jlP. Therefore, the second 
objective is bounded as well. 
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As we showed that (8) has a finite solution, it remains to prove that this solution is nondom- 
inated. Due to [13], the solution of the first optimization step is weakly nondominated, so it is 
sufficient to consider the second step. Assume (a, Z, Q) is a solution of the second step of (8) 
where E is weakly nondominated, but not nondominated. Thus, there exists t E Z with .Z 5 E. 
Since (&,Z,a) is also a solution of the first step of (8), Theorem 3.3 from [13] implies that 
(&,Z,Q+ @) is a solution of the first step as well where G E a(--Ry) and g # 0. Then Q~ 5 0 and 
Gi 5 0 for all i = l,..., n and Gj < 0 for some j E (1,. . . , n}, irid thus I&] 5 ]& + C& for all 
i=l ,...,nand]ijj]<]~j+&].Itfollowsthat 
a contradiction to the optimality of (6, E, Q) in step two of the optimization. I 
If the nondominated points found by the direction method generate a cone (or several cones) 
with empty interior, the algorithm has to be restarted with new or additional directions. Oth- 
erwise, the convex hull of the nondominated points and the reference point is constructed using 
the beneath-beyond algorithm; see [33]. Given a set S of k points in BR, the beneath-beyond 
algorithm constructs the convex hull of S by iteratively adding new points to partial convex hulls 
in O(k log k + kl( n+1)/2]) time and 0(kLn/21) storage. It is among the most efficient algorithms 
for the construction of convex hulls, and it is particularly well-suited for an incorporation into 
our approximation algorithm. 
The facets of the constructed convex hull not containing the reference point are used to define 
the cones of the initial approximation. Our goal is to approximate dZ in these cones which is, 
in the multicriteria case, not necessarily the same as approximating the set of nondominated 
solutions N. However, dominated points found during the approximation process can be easily 
removed after the approximation is completed. 
Now a polyhedral gauge based on the current approximation is used to find a new point in 
each cone. Assuming that z” is the origin and that the current cone is defined by k 2 n points 
Zi,... , zk, the gauge method solves the following problem (cf. Theorem 3.2): 
max kXi, 
i=l 
s.t. .Z= 
5 
XiZ’, (9) 
i=l 
Ai L 0, i=l,...,k, 
Z E 2. 
In contrast to the bicriteria case, this program does not necessarily generate a nondominated 
point in higher-dimensional problems if the normal of the facet generating that point is not 
negative. The underlying gauge in (9) cannot be extended to an oblique norm, and Theorem 3.5 
does not apply. For an example problem where facets with negative normals occur during the 
approximation process, consider the unit ball of the 12 norm as the feasible set 2 (see Figure 4). 
Obviously, the three points a1 = (-l,O,O), z2 = (0, -l,O), and z3 = (O,O, -1) are (improperly) 
nondominated. It is impossible to find a fourth nondominated point for which all three resulting 
facets have negative outer normals; in fact, at least one of the normals always has a positive 
component. Nevertheless, the program generates the point of worst approximation in the cone 
even in this case. 
The deviation of a candidate Z E Z found by the gauge method (9) is defined as 
dev(E) := IT(E) - 11. 
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Figure 4. (a) Approximation of the unit sphere with iregative normal, and (b) with 
nonnegative normals (.z* is located on the sphere). 
Thus, dev(E) relates to the distance of the current approximation from the point z with respect 
to the gauge induced by the approximation itself. Using the result of Theorem 3.2, the objective 
value of (9) is the gauge of the candidate, and thus the candidate’s deviation is calculated aa a 
by-product of problem (9). By adding a candidate E with the maximal deviation to the current 
approximation, we construct a new polyhedral gauge “induced by the problem”. 
Once a new candidate Z of maximal deviation is identified, the convex hull of the candidate 
points generated so far is updated unless some stopping criterion is satisfied. Examples for 
possible stopping criteria are dev(E) < e with some given error bound E > 0, or an upper bound 
maxConeNo on the number of constructed cones. The new convex hull can be constructed by 
applying one iteration of the beneath-beyond algorithm, adding the point z to the previous 
approximation. Note that one of the central problems of the beneath-beyond algorithm, the 
identification of a facet that is visible from the point being added to the convex hull and that 
needs to be changed or removed in the current iteration, is solved implicitly: the facet of the 
cone in which the new point E has been found is always a visible facet. 
In the subsequent iterations of the approximation algorithm, we alternate between generating 
a new candidate point by the gauge method and adding it to the convex hull. The process of 
constructing the convex hull of the candidate points, although “interrupted” by the generation of 
new points, is exactly the same as if the convex hull was constructed all at once when all points 
are known. So either the problem-dependent complexity of the generation of nondominated 
points using the gauge method (9), or the overall complexity of the beneath-beyond algorithm 
dominates the complexity of the complete approximation process. 
Observe that it is not necessary to recalculate the gauge in each iteration of the approximation 
algorithm. As demonstrated in Theorem 3.2, the gauge can be evaluated cone by cone. The idea 
in our approach is to maximize the gauge separately in each cone. Thus, we find a candidate E 
in every cone having a deviation dev(Z) := /r(Z) - 11 associated with it. When a point is added 
to the convex hull, we have to keep track which facets (and therefore cones) are removed from 
the current approximation, and which facets are newly constructed. New candidates have to be 
generated only for all new cones. 
Summarizing the discussion above, Figures 5 and 6 give an outline of the approximation algo- 
rithm for JR:-convex sets. 
Using a g\uge “induced by the problem” has several advantages. Usually the quality of an 
approximation is measured by some predefined gauge or norm, maybe a weighted 1, norm. The 
choice of the norm and the weights is very subjective and often difficult, especially if the problem 
criteria have different units, like time and distance. The choice of the weights additionally 
depends on the scaling of the criteria. In our approach, the quality of the current approximation 
is estimated by the result of problem (‘i’), or, more precisely, by the deviation lr(??).- 11 of the 
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PROCEDURE: CONVEX APPROXIMATION 
Read/generate z”, di, c, maxConeNo 
for all di do 
Solve direction method 
end for 
Construct convex hull of the nondominated points and z” 
Construct cones using the facets of the convex hull 
for all cones do 
Call CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
end for 
while #cones < maxConeNo and dev(next point) 2 c do 
Add next point using beneath-beyond technique 
Identify new and modified cones 
for all new or modified cones do 
Call CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
end for 
end while 
Output approximation 
935 
Figure 5. Pseudocode of the multicriteria approximation algorithm for an R:-convex 
problem. 
PROCEDURE: CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
Solve gauge method to find Z and dev(Z) 
Figure 6. Finding a candidate in a cone for an RF-convex problem. = 
next point to be added. As a stopping criterion, we check whether 17(i) - 11 < E where E > 0. 
This condition does not depend on the scaling of the criteria; it depends only on the choice of 
the reference point 2’. There is no need for the decision maker to be concerned about the choice 
of norm, weights or scaling factors. 
Additionally, the constructed gauge can be used to evaluate feasible points in z” - IRY, If = 
we interpret a gauge of 1 as the maximal possible improvement over the point z”, all feasible 
points in z” - IRY have a gauge between 0 and 1 (assuming the current approximation is “good = 
enough”). So the gauge of a point .Z can be interpreted as a measure of quality relative to the 
maximal achievable quality in the direction of Z. 
5. NONCONVEX MULTICRITERIA PROBLEMS 
In the case of an lR:-nonconvex problem, the approximation algorithm given in Figure 5 CC 
generates an approximation of the convex hull of the nondominated set; see Figure 7 for an 
example. Note that the nondominated point .Z in Figure 7 cannot be found using the gauge 
method described in Figure 6. 
To overcome this difficulty in the WT-nonconvex case, we switch to a different method, namely 
to the Tchebycheff method (see [8]),’ m those cones where no significant improvement can be 
made with the gauge method. Moreover, while constructing the initial approximation and also in 
the updating phases in later stages of the algorithm, we do not use the beneath-beyond algorithm 
since the generation of the convex hull of the candidate points is not suitable for the nonconvex 
areas of the feasible set 2. In conclusion, for RT-nonconvex problems we proceed as follows. 
Given a reference point to (without loss of ge;rality located at the origin), k > n initial search 
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Figure 7. Finding a point in the nonconvex area. 
(a) One unique cone. (b) Two possible subdivisions. (c) Two unique cones. 
Figure 8. Constructing the initial cones 
directions, and stopping parameters E and maxConeNo, the direction method (8) is solved for each 
of the given directions. Then the cone(s) of the initial approximation can be constructed. For 
this purpose, we use a projection of the generated points .zi, i = 1,. . . , k, onto the facet of the 
II-norm in -EL:, i.e., = 
P(z) = -_1z, Vi = l,...,k. 
g1 zi 
Using this projection onto the n-l-dimensional hyperplane, initial cones can in general be defined 
in several different ways. Figure 8 shows different possibilities in B2. In order to avoid thin and 
elongated cones, we suggest the construction of the initial cones using Delauney tessellations of 
the projected point set (see, for example, [34]). Th e extreme points of the resulting Delauney 
simplices are used to define cones, which can equivalently be represented using the generated 
pointsz’,...,z k. Note that due to the fact that the cones are constructed based on the Delauney 
simplices, each cone has exactly n generators from the set {zl, . . , z”}. 
After constructing the initial cones, a new candidate has to be calculated for each cone. First, 
the gauge method (9) is used to search a candidate “outside” the current approximation. The 
deviation of the candidate is in this case implicitly given because the candidate’s gauge is equal 
to the optimal objective value. 
If no candidate with a deviation larger than the given stopping criterion E > 0 is found, the 
“inside” of the approximation is examined. Since using the direction method (8) with some 
search direction in the currently considered cone would further complicate the problem due to 
the fact that a point outside the cone may be found, we propose to use a heuristic baaed on the 
Tchebycheff method. To use the lexicographic Tchebycheff method, a local utopia point .Z* and 
a second point tX defining the weights of the norm are needed; see Figure 9 for an example. 
Whereas in the bicriteria case .Z* and ix can be chosen as the local utopia point and the local 
nadir point with respect to the generators zi and .zi+’ of the current cone, only the local utopia 
point P* directly generalizes to higher-dimensional problems. If .?’ is the set of generators of the 
cone and I? = k, the following points are reasonable choices for 5’: 
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Figure 9. The Tchebycheff norm for a bicriteria example. 
.ZI =max Zi : Z E Z* , 
1 > (10) 
zi : z E z* and 3 z E g* s.t. .~i < zi 
> 
, (11) 
Choice (10) is similar to the choice of the default reference point, choice (11) selects the second 
smallest element for each coordinate, and choice (12) is the center of gravity of the generators 
of the current cone. Which of the points is the best to choose is probably related to the specific 
multicriteria problem. Numerical studies are needed to determine whether one of the choices is su- 
perior to the others. Another possibility is to solve the method for all points defined in (lo)-( 12), 
but this has the obvious drawback that a lot more calculations are necessary. 
Given the point .Zx , the weights of the Tchebycheff norm are set to 
1 uJi = - 
t” - 5; ’ 
i= l,...,n, 
and the lexicographic Tchebycheff method solved in the current cone is given by 
lex min (IIZ - z*ll:, llz - Z”lll) 1 
s.t. z= 2 X,zi, 
i=l 
Ai 2 07 i=l,...,n, 
z E 2. 
(13) 
The gauge (and therefore the deviation) of the candidate E is implicitly calculated because Y(Z) = 
Cz, Xi, where E = Cz, &zi and (E, x) is an optimal solution of (13). 
After identifying a candidate in the cone by the gauge method (9) or the Tchebycheff meth- 
od (13), we only know that the point is locally nondominated in the current cone, but there might 
be a dominating point outside of this cone. This is another complicating fact in the multicriteria 
case. Moreover, the generated point is in general not the point of worst approximation as this 
was the case with the gauge method in lRg7-convex problems. For now, we simply accept such a = 
candidate and proceed with the algorithm. When a stopping criterion is met, dominated points 
should be removed from the approximation before the output is given. 
When candidates for all initial cones are found, we proceed with the algorithm as in the IRn>- = 
convex case; that is, the candidate with the largest deviation is added to the approximation by 
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splitting the corresponding cone. The candidate and n - 1 of the n generators of the cone are 
used to define a new cone. Given a cone with n generators, we thus have up to n possible new 
cones. For each of the new cones, we have to check whether the generators are linearly dependent 
in which case we omit the cone (it has an empty interior). Cones with linearly independent 
generators are added to the approximation, candidates for the new cones are calculated, and the 
next iteration is started. Observe that the resulting approximation is not necessarily convex. 
However, calculating an approximation “similar to a norm” still yields the necessary information 
to evaluate the quality of the approximation in the considered cone. 
The approximation algorithm is summarized in Figures 10 and 11. 
PROCEDURE: NONCONVEX APPROXIMATION 
Read/generate z”, d”, c, maxConeNo 
for all di do 
Solve direction method 
end for 
Transform points 
Construct Delauney tessellation 
Construct cones using the tessellation 
for all cones do 
Call CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
end for 
while #cones < maxConeNo and dev(next point) 2 E do 
Add next point 
Construct new cones 
for all new cones do 
Call CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
end for 
end while 
Output approximation 
Figure 10. Pseudocode of the multicriteria approximation algorithm for an Wj- 
nonconvex problem. 
PROCEDURE: CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
Solve gauge method to find z and dev(z) 
if dev(r) < E then 
Calculate I* and fX 
Use lexicographic Tchebycheff method to find Z 
Calculate dev(Z) 
end if 
Figure 11. Finding a candidate in a cone for an Ry-nonconvex problem. 
6. DISCRETE MULTICRITERIA PROBLEMS 
The general algorithm for the discrete multicriteria case follows the one for the JR:-nonconvex 
case given in Figure 10. Only for the procedure to calculate a candidate within i given cone 
(cf. Figure ll), an alternative to the lexicographic Tchebycheff method (13) can be given which 
is based on the generation of cutting planes. 
The general idea of this approach is to cut off the generating points of the current cone by 
suitable cutting planes. Then the gauge method (9) can be applied in the new feasible set in 
order to find a new and possibly nondominated point inside the current cone. For this purpose, 
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one cutting plane per generator of the current cone has to be constructed. Assume that the 
two hyperplanes of the cone containing a particular generator z are defined by the equations 
(ni,z) = 0 and (ns,Z) = 0, w h ere ni and nz are the normals of the hyperplanes pointing to the 
outside of the cone. The right-hand side of both equations is zero, because both planes contain 
the reference point Z” which is again assumed to be at the origin. We define an “intermediate” 
plane by using the normal ii = crni + (1 - cr)nz, where a E (0,l); see Figure 12. 
Figure 12. The intermediate plane containing the points z” and .z. 
The plane defined by (ii, a) = 0 contains the origin (and therefore the reference point zO) and 
the point E because the right-hand side is zero and 
(ii, E) = cr(ni, Z) + (1 - o)(nz,Z) = (u. 0 + (1 - cx) .O = 0. 
In order to cut off Z, the intermediate plane must be either tilted or translated; see Figure 13. 
The plane can be tilted by using a normal 6 = bZ + (1 - b)ii, where b E (0,l) is small enough 
not to cut off any other nondominated point; see Figure 13a. The plane can be translated by 
changing the right-hand side of the defining equation to get (ii, Z) = 6, where 6 > 0 is small 
enough not to cut off any other nondominated point; see Figure 13b. 
(a) Tilting the plane. (b) Translating the plane. 
Figure 13. Changing the cutting plane. 
None of the two methods has an obvious advantage, and for both we have to estimate a suitable 
parameter 6. Obviously, this estimation is easier for the case where the variables are integer. 
After constructing cutting planes for all generating points, the gauge method is applied in the 
cone with the cutting planes as additional constraints. To avoid cases where the gauge method 
searches “too deep” in the cone, an upper bound induced by one of the possible generalizations 
of the local nadir point given in (lo)-(12) can be added. Assuming we construct n cutting planes 
using the “tilting method” and additionally use a point FX as an upper bound, the problem to 
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solve is 
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(14) 
s.t. .Z= xi.2, 
i=l 
Ai 27 0, i= l,...,n, 
(iii,z)lO, i=l,..., n, 
ZS.?, 
Z E 2. 
Similar to the lexicographic Tchebycheff method (13), the point generated by (14) is not neces- 
sarily globally nondominated. However, we can use this point as the candidate for the current 
cone and remove points that are not globally nondominated at the end of the approximation 
procedure. 
The candidate’s deviation can be calculated directly from the optimal objective value of (14) 
which is equal to the candidate’s gauge. The procedure to find a candidate using cutting planes 
is summarized in Figure 14. 
PROCEDURE: CALCULATE CANDIDATE 
Construct cutting plane for each generator 
Calculate local nadir point 
Calculate new feasible set using the cone, the cutting 
planes and the local nadir point 
Solve gauge method to find E and dev(f) 
I 
Figure 14. Finding a candidate in a cone for a discrete problem using cutting planes 
If the procedure given in Figure 14 generates a point “outside” the current approximation, that 
is, a candidate with a deviation large enough, a point of worst approximation and a suitable point 
to add to the approximation is found. But if a point is obtained “inside” the approximation, it 
is actually a point of best approximation. Therefore it may happen that a cone is excluded from 
further consideration too early. 
We can conclude that the approach using the Tchebycheff norm as well as the approach us- 
ing cutting planes have disadvantages. In the former, two optimization problems have to be 
solved, one of which is often NP-hard (see, for example, [35] or [36]); the latter avoids NP-hard 
(a) Cutting planes. (b) Tchebycheff mthod. 
Figure 15. Finding a candidate in the interior of the current approximation. 
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problems in some cases, but cones might be excluded from further consideration prematurely 
because a point of best approximation is found when examining the “inside” of the approximation. 
While a premature termination is likely to take place using cutting planes whenever the algorithm 
examines the interior of the current approximation, such a termination is possible but less likely 
in the Tchebycheff approach in which, in general, we do not find a point of best approximation, 
but some other point. For an example, see Figure 15 where the arrow points to the identified 
candidate. 
In effect, choosing one approach or the other is a problem-dependent task and has to be decided 
for the particular problem at hand. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we developed approximation algorithms for general multicriteria problems gen- 
eralizing the ideas for the bicriteria case as given in 191. Due to numerous problems in higher 
dimensions which are present in general independently of the methodology, the developed ap- 
proaches are more specialized than in the bicriteria case but preserve most of the properties of 
norm-based approximations in that case. 
The presented approximation algorithms combine several desirable features. The most impor- 
tant and notable are listed here. 
l The approximation is improved in the area where “it is needed most” because in each 
iteration, the point of worst approximation is added whenever available. 
l The algorithms are applicable even if the structure and convexity of the feasible set is 
unknown. Given the knowledge though that a problem is continuous and convex, more 
efficient versions can be applied. 
l Using the approximation or a gauge induced by it to improve the approximation releases 
the decision maker from specifying preferences (in the form of weights, norms, or direc- 
tions) to evaluate the quality of the approximation. Such preferences can be used in the 
initialization step (specifying the search directions), but apart from that the approxima- 
tion is carried out in a very objective and neutral manner. 
The algorithms yield a piecewise linear approximation of the nondominated set which can easily 
be visualized if not more than three criteria are present. For more criteria, plots of selected criteria 
against each other can be created. Such plots and the approximation in general should help the 
decision maker find a preferred solution within the nondominated set. While the approximation 
is carried out in an objective manner, the subjective preferences must be (and should be) applied 
to single out one (or several) final solution(s). 
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